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Bass Lake Book Club, Southampton Condo Winter Book Club 
and ESA’s Own Book Club 
Sunday April 11th @ 2pm 

Seven by Farzana Doctor 
August 2020 

General Opinion(s) 
• like it a lot - showing us that FGM victims suffer PTSD… you have to talk about it… 
• she regrets she unable to talk to he daughter about it in advance 

• tough time keeping things straight but… finished yesterday afternoon 
• ending was a surprise - still digesting it 

• echo what Peter said - repressed views - things that have happened in the past - 
EAP astounded how many people not remember - no conscious of - also hard time 
with the going back and forth 

• echo…  horrible practice - had read about it more graphically in Africa - not aware 
of this group practicing it… horrifying - understand her being conflicted - that 
someone she trust is the perpetrator - listened to one of the interviews on CBC - 
surprise ending… 

• really thought it excellent - not aware of this practice in this community - horrifying 
to think that women both victims and perpetrators - sense of betrayal… betrayed by 
your parent - suspense was good… left enough clues along the way - build up was 
excellent - remind me of foot binding in ancient China - Mom’s do it to the children 
- parent making the best choice for the child - not!  Women’s sacrifices for 
relationships with males 

• subject matter - nothing to add… loved the writing - the pacing, the sights and 
smells and people of her hometown… made me want to go and visit 

• yes.. ditto… found it a compelling read - times not our down, times difficult to 
read… women in 3 roles - perpetrator, victim and activist… lots of clues… also not 
know about this particular sect and ongoing practice 

https://farzanadoctor.com/seven/
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• liked the book - it was slow - signs along the way… loved the fact that what brought 
her to india was to write the story about a man… yet it became a story about the 
women in the family… echo the rest - calls into question everything we do…  
thrilled that Farzana healed through writing it… it’s what survivors have to do 

• agree - struck me that how easy it is for people to hide behind their culture and 
their religion - excuse behaviour that we know to be unacceptable… this just 
another example of this 

• agree with folks on side of twists telegraphed in almost all cases - what stands out 
to me is how easy it is for us to look at FGM as an ‘othering’ case… that happens 
somewhere else… we can draw parallels into our own culture - i.e. domestic 
violence - treat this as universal human condition 

• only halfway through - enjoy reading - have to put down to digest… 

• agree most said - the way she wrote - enjoyed the way she interjected her GGG 
story - we knew things before she did - effective way of getting the story across… 
struck me how community mindset - do things for the community , to belong - but 
do you want to belong??  The divorce of second wife - her strength  - live outside 
the community, by her convictions, protect those she wanted to protect - it was 
selfless - it takes a few people to take a strong stand - but taking risks 

• loved it… had to put down as well at times… as family in indue it really resonated, 
took me back home… could feel anger building  up as a parent… I visited India 
when I was 7… liked the writing… enjoyed the story… that anger as a parent was 
tough 

• still reading… takes me somewhere I’ve not been… can’t help but think we’re still 
doing something similar when we circumcise boys… NICU… helped do one on a 
baby boy… struggling with the fact that it religious… religion has become 
something I find more alienating than building community… interesting 
intellectual journey 

• learning a lot today…  

• have just started - really enjoying the writing… 
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• enjoyed the format - back and forth - clear, past reflections were brief but helpful… 
her husband - really liked him, he had a difficult role to play - was a sympathetic 
character… struggled with the fact that she agreed to the e-mail to the press… 
would I would have permitted the e-mail - a bad decision that had to be managed 
later - what about it as a literary device? 

• We don’t talk about trauma - we see it here - in a way it a marriage of two things 
that need to be talked about more than they are 

• appreciate your honesty in having been so public about your own experience and 
trauma 

• Vietnamese refugees - 20 years later they dealing with their trauma form the rapes 
and the piracy… 

• in their community - it was frowned upon…  what happened when they were 
coming to Canada 

Farzana… 

• this is book that came very fast - because it my 4th novel 
• more confidence in the writing 
• came at emotional time in my life - We Speak Out - getting involved with the group 
• had just joined that group - social justice groups 
• beginning stages is full fo urgency and emotion 
• waking up to message upon message about what we going to do about this 
• was promoting my 3rd novel - just writing in the morning with my coffee 
• fully formed scenes were appearing - telegraphing a new novel 
• also dealing with my own personal issues around the subject - and how to write about 

it 
• put my novelist hat on first - how to write this, pacing, how tuck in difficult issue in 

larger story that be relatable 
• the most difficult thing for me was thinking about promoting the book - I’d been in the 

background - never front and centre 
• now I’m stepping into the spotlight… as an activist to discuss this would mean a lot of 

careful broaching - this is taboo… scenes in the book where Sharifa struggles to tell 
Zee, or Fatima trying to talk to Sharifa 
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• it’s a vehicle where not having to broach the subject - have done about 100 events 
since August… what’s been very difficult to talk about gets easier every time  

• when a taboo issue become a normal thing to talk about 
• it’s helping people to understand this issue 
• fun stories about researching the book and travelling to India - soaking up a lot of 

setting on a couple of trips 
• also important to have a wide verity of experiences and values around this issue… 

sometimes FGM conversations are not very nuanced… we have to be nuanced…  now 
there is a public discourse - members of the community should have realised that it is 
a harmful practice 

• how it worked - our high religious leader says it’s obligatory - victims dissociate… 
important to have the various characters - loyalty/conflict… 

• Male circumcision - hope it go away also - not done for religious purposes… studies 
done looking at children’s distress around pain vis-a-vis circumcision 

From Farzana after the fact… 

Here are the social media handles for the groups I mentioned:  
• @speakoutonFGM 
• @CanadaFGM 

You can find the Canada petition at: bit.ly/EndFGMCanada  

And here's a blog about my great-great grandfather: https://hussonally.wordpress.com 

Q&A… 

Can you tell us just a little bit about the Bohra community itself? 

sub-sect of Shia Muslims

very insular and small community

estimate 1 - 2 M worldwide

spectrum - orthodox to those who are only Bohra by culture… have stepped away


originally think from Yemen

religious text extra that they follow

because small and insular it very inter-dependent community

allows for social shunning to take place


http://bit.ly/EndFGMCanada
https://hussonally.wordpress.com/
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a lot of control by the religious head - increased in the last 40 years or so… group of 
reformers complain about corruption and control… things have gotten tight and 
controlling


very peace loving community


*** 
One of the things I love about your writing is the way - the skill - you have in 
creating characters. 

• How do you approach the development of your characters?  
• How do you bring them to the page so fully realised? so authentic? 

some of my best writing just comes out organically

almost like a story coming through you


observes a lot - some just practice

how to make them each different


softened Fatima, strengthened Zaineb - Sharifa who she thought they would be


started writing the book while really livid about the subject matter - having to write 
Tasmin - helped move from rage


*** 
Have you experienced any backlash on account of having written this novel? 

• If so, from whom? and from where? 

Not asked directly… answered elsewhere in another thread…


*** 
Another thing I love about your writing is the way you deftly balance tension.   
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• There were lots of little moments - while reading this - where you had me 
sitting on the edge of my seat… Sharifa and Murtuza engaging in BDSM, 
or Zee going for ice-cream… 

• How do you decide - know - when to bring in the tension, and, when to 
release it? 

Not asked directly… answered elsewhere in another thread…


*** 
The Dawoodi are known for being leaders in business… and women are valued as 
businesswomen and community leaders.   

• How do the leaders - how does the community - reconcile this inherent 
contradiction - between empowering women as leaders, yet controlling 
women’s bodies through practices like khatna? 

just become normalized - same same as patriarchy is normalized

social norms don’t make any sense


think N Am context… doesn’t make any sense

yet it continues because benefits somebody


also in N Am context - until 1977 - female circumcision was covered by health 
insurance plans in the US - ‘cure’ for lesbianism or hyper-sexuality


that no longer a social norm… an unthinking 


globally - we don’t get enough sex-ed - learn strange things about our bodies


great love for the religious leader… he like the Pope for Catholics…


*** 
You choose to use Sharifa and Murtiuza’s sex life to explore khatna.   

• After reading the novel, it seems obvious to have done so.  Was it? 

Not asked directly… answered elsewhere in another thread…
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*** 
Seven is as much a story about ‘home’ as anything else. But in going home - 
theoretically for a rest and a re-charge - Sharifa actually has to confront difficult 
truths.   

• Do you think that home is necessarily so complicated?  Is home always an 
idealised construct?  Can anyone ever truly go back home? 

Not asked directly… sort of addressed in other responses…


*** 
The last line of the acknowledgements section talks about your process of 
“untangl(ing) the personal and literary strands of this story”. I am curious about 
what you found when you got to the end of that yarn.  

• As readers, we don’t know where fiction ends and personal experience 
begins, much as Sharifa struggles with the question of where fact and 
fiction bleed together in memory, both individual and collective (for the 
record, I love the verb “imagine-remember”).  

• What did you learn in the process of setting these elements together and 
apart: the personal and the literary; the imagined, the remembered, the 
documented and the experienced? 

all of this is a little not of experience

wrote before she had done her own very conscious healing work - wrote what she 
talked about in therapy

often pulling from conscious and unconscious when writing

fictionalize it - fiction more interesting that life ever could be!


what’s real and what’s not… 

all of the activist stuff - pretty much real

repressed memory - pretty much real (Mix b2 Sharifa and Zainab)

little bits and pieces of people show knows


a real intentionality in writing a character who has forgotten

those who tell the story are more like Fatima
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most not remember - demystify how trauma actually works - her in her psychotherapist 
role

pop culture has done us a dis-service about how we understand trauma


the three cousins - all fiction - has nothing like that herself


Abdoolally - close to reality - but embellished

Sharifa getting bits of info that don’t go anywhere

her experience in searching as well - so fictionalized it

i.e. Abdoolally at school - protesting to get his grandson in - based on a kernel of 
knowledge about her GG experience - got to create that - did more research


the idea of the double-crossing families - based on reality

relatives - in collective-is culture - older relatives feel they know better and that they 
have the authority to do things parents not agree with

often hear ‘ your parents are ‘too Westernised’ - protecting the kids from their 
parents…


*** 
How do we get there?  How achieve the goal… of ending khatna/FGM? 

global movement


consciousness raising... awareness raising…  gentle conversations around the 
practice, beliefs and the research

In India - working on a ban…  very conservative government very aligned with the 
religious leader - even though talking about this in very public way

85% her generation went through this… Type 1 FGM… not what this is


trying to get the legal stuff in place for enforcement… Canada… law against FGM since 
1997.. but no enforcement plan

The End FGM Canada Network - @CanadaFGM on twitter - to develop a national 
action plan

Petition there - will share the link afterwards…


Involve men - share the work - they listened to more


hierarchy - level of congregation - they and the women… hierarchy of royals - all of the 
women are very active in enforcing


this is inter-generational violence - men never need to know anything  
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*** 

How has it been coming into the open with this?  What response…? 

went back to therapy - to deal with my own feelings/reactions to this

most was my internal process - how talk about an issue that is also your trauma


I’m outside the religion - not in a congregation

has taken time to be able to critique my own religion… 

early on… an aunt suggested she back away from the subject matter of her novel - 
because family members would be impacted

shunned by association


activism happening - see people be brave - this will be OK… nothing has happened

really orthodox family members - we don’t talk about things anyway - they don’t talk 
about it


from my community - the progressives - hearing good things

helping others to be able to process their own trauma - liberating

others who have experienced sexual violence… recognizing their dissociation


it’s all about shame - none left for me - not her shame anymore…

shame now placed where it belongs


adult-child thing - that shaming - so many different things…

don’t tell anybody -it’s the adult who the child is told yo must respect your adult


*** 

The e-mail… as literary device… 

as activist - can get pulled into things that you’re not quite ready for

go so fast - get burned out - 

also to add more tension about what happens later


ALSO Murtuza… he surprising in his sympathetic nature

reflecting on experience with men in the community

they are very gentle, respectful, good listeners, have had good experiences


the aspirational stuff you can do as a writer… how can men be better allies in their 
partners healing
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Murti is atypical - an academic - he does research… to understand and feel safe

he needed to be emotionally opposite to Sharifa - she closed off and need to learn 
slowly… she explore and present things in her way at her pace

are intimate person - Murti - has to push her along… he triggers change


also felt like sexuality had to be important in this book…

he attentive - to Sharifa, and to Zee


he also a little insecure - infidelity - it’s a phenomenon, painful… have him be the victim 
so he would helicopter around her

he needed to be a little imperfect


imagined Little Mosque on the Prairie

the Imam - kept seeing him when writing Mutri


*** 
like portrayal of being between cultures… trying to navigate that… loved the 
metaphor around Murtuza’s ‘old growth root system’ 

• at times found it challenging to relate to -  understand the vacillation 
between Sharifa comes to terms with, then backs away from - the 
processor coming to terms - get overwhelmed so shut down, then repeat 

backlash around raising this issue portraying your community in a negative light

been some backlash agains the activism - see the mean trolls who come our way


shortly after formed - another group formed - believe that their religious freedom is 
their right to cut their kids

lots of money going to them - backlash group

US doctor charged with 9 counts of performing khatna - got all but one charge 
dropped - loophole b2 state/federal law

fighting against work at Indian Supreme Court


book not out yet in India - not sure what will happen there where most of community is 
based


*** 
Any other groups in India that practice this? 
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Just starting to hear about them… across religions… 

it’s culture and social norms 


one of the good things that has happened is that there is a #MeToo movement growing 
around FGM

hearing about women all over the world - never thought were places we thought it was 
happening


*** 
CATHERINE 
Why 7 the age… ? 

It was about the age… 7 is a lot of things - luck, innocence, when the khatna happens


the titles was supposed to be Four Wives - but then Five Wives, by Joan Thomas, 
came out - so had to change


*** 
THE ENDING… Spoiler Alert!! 
Ambiguity at the end - intentional or just sort of happened in the writing? 

• Sharifa’s last conversation with Tasmin… no time for dramatics… 

• Was the ambiguity - there is no resolution to the relationship -


lack of clarity for sure… wanted to to be vague - that’s the way it is in reality

people diminish the damage - ‘you’re making a big deal about it’


the epilogue wasn’t the ending until very late in the process…

has not planned to add that piece - it was supposed to be the blog post

somewhere along the way my editor advised that that thread needed to be tied up…  
resolve the building tension

Isn’t it reality that this is still a major problem… maybe you need to talk about that… 
writing it in the future softens some of that content…


About her motivations - what were her real motivations… in regards to Sharifa


https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443458542/five-wives/
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why she did it… get some understanding of the pressures she was under? 
there is a lot of gas-lighting in the community - challenge why they did it?

often a very confused response - the pressure, mixed feelings about it… women have 
been so indoctrinated


*** 
it broke my heart - ZEE not tell her Mom… that Sharifa was going to keep her 
safe…  intentional?  even outside of the oppression - to just show hard it is to 
change?  hard to believe it happened… that ZEE wouldn’t tell her Mom… 

intentional for sure…

listening to a podcast - 6 week period where we integrate a trauma and make sense of 
it

this happens after they have returned home from India

it’s her family but not her everyday experience of it

once apart then she can talk about it


different roots for that story… decide if it does or doesn’t happen to her…

not want to write it happening in the present to the child - would leave to 
confrontation… didn’t want that to be the story

needed them to now know… also wanted to have the story be told by the 17 year old’s 
perspective… soften it for the reader

happy endings possible… give the reader a punch in the gut and also we’re still 
working on this… some hope


Curious - that they not ask ZEE the direct question….  

so much denial… they want to believe that it hasn’t happened to her

most people she knows not have much lexicon for this

Dawoodi activist retreat - newer activist not know how to talk about their experience


also not want to plant the idea  - can be problematic… hard to talk to a child about 
trauma

not know if I’d ask directly… want to preserve their innocence - that they can trust the 
adults in their lives


not want chapters upon chapters of misery


Other Reads… and watches… 
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Incendie - Scorched 

• so intense it needed a comedic break 

Literary Events 

Joan Didion, The Year of Magical Thinking 

• If anyone subscribes to PBS Passport then you’ll have also seen this already in your 
subscriber e-mail… 

• A streaming production of Joan Didion’s The Year of Magical Thinking… still a title 
that lives right up near the top of my everyone needs to read this list. 

• Details here… streaming until April 25th. 

Best Non-Fiction of all time 

• Of course, after I landed on the link I shared above re Joan Didion… I had to look to 
find what was Number 1… which brought me to the full list…  

• A most interesting list, and I’m surprised at how many of the titles I have actually 
already read over the course of my life. 

• Link here to see the complete list, The 100 best non-fiction books of all time, from 
The Guardian (2017). 

Next Reads… 

ESA’s Own Book Club 

• Thursday May 27th A Promised Land by Barack Obama 

https://www.playwrightscanada.com/Books/S/Scorched
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/feb/08/100-best-nonfiction-books-2-the-year-of-magical-thinking-joan-didion-robert-mccrum
https://irishclassical.com/the-year-of-magical-thinking/
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/dec/31/the-100-best-nonfiction-books-of-all-time-the-full-list
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/562882/a-promised-land-by-barack-obama/9781524763169
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Southampton Condo Winter Book Club 

• Sunday May 30th           Bring Your Own Book 

• Sunday June 27th           Common Book - TBD - send a couple of suggestions to 
Enid and she’ll send out a pick list 

Bass Lake Book Club 

Sunday May 16th: Truth Be Told: My Journey Through Life and the Law by 
Beverley McLachlin 

Sunday June 13th:  The Speed of Mercy by Christy Ann Conlin 

Sunday July 4th:  Butter Honey Pig Bread by Francesca Ekwuyasi 

Sunday August 8th:  Caste: The Origins of Our Discontent by Isabel Wilkerson 

Sunday September 5th: Title TBD 

Sunday October 10th: Title TBD 

https://www.simonandschuster.ca/books/Truth-Be-Told/Beverley-McLachlin/9781982104979
https://houseofanansi.com/products/the-speed-of-mercy
https://arsenalpulp.com/Books/B/Butter-Honey-Pig-Bread
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/653196/caste-oprahs-book-club-by-isabel-wilkerson/

